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Mid-Term Test 1

Question A. [25 marks]

a Show that z+ z = 2<(z) and z− z = 2i=(z) for any z ∈ C. [10 marks]

b Describe the set of points z ∈ C satisfying:
(i) |z+ i| = 1, (ii) <(z+ i) = 1, and (iii) z+ i = 1. [15 marks]

Answer A.



2 MAS205 Complex Variables

Answer A. (Continue)



Mid-Term Test 3

Question B. [25 marks]

a Find all complex solutions of ez = −i. [10 marks]

b Show that under the map w = z2, the vertical line <(z) = 1 is mapped
to the parabola given by u = 1− v2/4, where w = u+ iv. [15 marks]

Answer B.
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Answer B. (Continue)



Mid-Term Test 5

Question C. [25 marks]

a Find the Möbius transformation f(z) = (az+ b)/(cz+ d) which maps
0→ 0, −1→ −2, and 1→ 2i. [15 marks]

b Which circle does the real axis get mapped to under the transformation f? [10 marks]

Answer C.
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Answer C. (Continue)



Mid-Term Test 7

Question D. [25 marks]

a Show that f(z) = <(z) is continuous at z = 0. [10 marks]

b Show that f(z) = |z|2 is differentiable at z = 0 and that f ′(0) = 0. [15 marks]

Answer D.
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Answer D. (Continue)


